DNA sequence analysis of interlocus recombination between the human T-cell receptor gamma variable (GV) and beta diversity-joining (BD/BJ) sequences on chromosome 7 (inversion 7).
V(D)J recombinase-mediated recombination between the T-cell receptor (TCR) gamma variable (GV) genes at chromosome 7p15 and the TCR beta joining (BJ) genes at 7q35 leads to the formation of a hybrid TCR gene. These TCR gamma/beta interlocus rearrangements occur at classic V(D)J recombination signal sequences (RSS) and, because the loci are in an inverted orientation, result in inversion events that are detectable in the chromosome structure as inv(7)(p15;q35). Similar rearrangements involving oncogenes and either TCR or immunoglobulin genes mediated by the V(D)J recombinase are found in lymphoid malignancies. Oligonucleotide primers that allow polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification across the inv(7) genomic recombination junction sequence have been described. Southern blot analysis has been primarily used to confirm the GV/BJ hybrid nature of the product, with limited information on the DNA sequence of these recombinations. We have modified this PCR method using total genomic DNA from the mononuclear cells in peripheral blood samples to increase specificity and to allow direct sequencing of the translocation junction that results from the recombination between the GV1 and BJ1 families of TCR genes in 25 examples from 11 individuals (three adults, one child, six newborns, and one ataxia telangiectasia (AT) patient). We focused on samples from newborns based on previous studies indicating that the predominant hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyl transferase (HPRT) mutations in newborns are V(D)J recombinase-mediated deletion events and that the frequency of these mutations decreases with increasing age. Although the dilution series-based PCR assay utilized does not yield sharply defined quantitative endpoints, results of this study strongly suggest that inv(7) recombinations in newborns occur at equal or lower frequencies than those seen in adults. Consistent with the PCR primer pairs, all sequenced products contain a GV1 and a BJ1 segment and most also contain a BD1 segment. GV1s2 and 1s4 were the most frequently found GV1 genes (8 and 9 examples, respectively) and BJ1s5 and 1s6 were the most frequently found BJ1 genes (9 and 10 examples, respectively). These results demonstrate the effectiveness of this methodology for assessing GV/BJ interlocus rearrangements mediated by V(D)J recombinase.